**BOOKS RECEIVED**

**Journal of Synchrotron Radiation**

*Complete volumes, regular price per volume*
- Vols. 1/2-3 Dkr 2750

*Complete volumes, reduced price for individuals*
- Vols. 1/2-3 Dkr 500

*Single parts*
- The price of single parts of any volume is Dkr 535.

**Orders**

Orders for *Acta Crystallographica, Journal of Applied Crystallography* and *Journal of Synchrotron Radiation* may be addressed to Munksgaard International Publishers Ltd, 35 Norre Søgade, DK-1370 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Orders from subscribers in North America may alternatively be placed through Polycrystal Book Service, PO Box 3439, Dayton, OH 45401, USA.


A brief review of the still largely empirical studies of the effects of additives on the crystallization process is followed by tabulations of the effects of various organic and inorganic admixtures on the crystallization of over 300 organic and inorganic substances. Few of the 1750 literature references are to particularly recent work.

**Electrooptic effects in liquid crystal materials.** By L. M. BLINOV and V. G. CHIGRINOV. Pp. xvii + 464. Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1996. Price DM 89.00. ISBN 3-87-94708-6. This is a 'Study Edition' of the 1993 hardcover version of this work. The book 'by two of the leaders in liquid-crystal research in Russia, presents a complete and accessible treatment of virtually all known phenomena occurring in liquid crystals under the influence of electric fields'.
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**Cumulative Indexes, regular price**

**Cumulative Indexes, reduced price for individuals**
- Vols. 11–23 (1958–1967) Dkr 70

A few copies of the cumulative index for Volumes 1–10 (1948–1957) are also available, free of charge.

**Journal of Applied Crystallography**

*Complete volumes, regular price per volume*
- Vols. 1–29 Dkr 2080

*Complete volumes, reduced price for individuals*
- Vols. 1–29 Dkr 570

*Single parts*
- The price of single parts of any volume is Dkr 535.


*Regular price* Dkr 180

*Reduced price for individuals* Dkr 85

---

The following books have been received by the Editor. Brief and generally uncritical notices are given of works of marginal crystallographic interest; occasionally, a book of fundamental interest is included under this heading because of difficulty in finding a suitable reviewer without great delay: